SIRT1 Deacetylates SC35 and Suppresses Its Function in Tau Exon 10 Inclusion.
Approximately equal amounts of 3R-tau and 4R-tau resulting from alternative splicing of tau exon 10 is necessary to maintain normal brain function. Dysregulation of alternative splicing of tau exon 10 and the imbalance of 3R-tau/4R-tau have been seen in inherited and sporadic tauopathies. Splicing factor SC35 (also name as SRSF2) plays an important role in promoting tau exon 10 inclusion. SC35 is post-translationally modified by phosphorylation and acetylation, but the role of acetylation in SC35-medicated tau exon 10 inclusion is unknown. Sirtuin type 1 (SIRT1) is an enzyme that deacetylates proteins and associates with age-related disease such as Alzheimer's disease. In the present study, we determined the role of SIRT1 in SC35 acetylation and in the alternative splicing of tau exon 10. We found that SIRT1 interacts with and deacetylates SC35, and inhibits SC35-promoted tau exon 10 inclusion. Substituting K52 residue of SC35 by arginine impairs the role of SC35 in tau exon 10 inclusion. These results suggest that SIRT1 may serve as a therapeutic target for tauopathy by regulating SC35-mediated tau exon 10 splicing.